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Abstract : So many text books on statistics have been published recently th
assessment of their relative merits is a matter of some difficulty. Professor O
however stands out by virtue of its occupying the half-way situation betwee
fundamental treatise intelligible only to mathematicians and the list of recipes
standardized situations, from which theory is studiously eliminated. T he auth
an unusually clear presentation of fundamental' definitions and theorems. an
book is primarily intended for engineers, it can profitably be used by biologis
as a reference book. T he chapters comprising the major part of the book de
with, fundamental mathematical concepts, probability, descriptive statistics, s

distributions, statistical inference and testing of hypotheses, regression, cor
simpler experimental designs, and covariance analysis. T he three final chapt
particular interest. T he first is on distribution-free methods and includes sign
run test, the Kolmogor-Smirnov test and the median test; the second is on s
quality control; and the third on range-tests, evolutionary operation, toleranc
system reliability. Statistical tables are assembled in an appendix.
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